OUR SESSIONS
NEURODIVERSITY & DISABILITY

SPECIAL NEEDS MATTER

Three different sessions to support parents and carers of children with special
needs: recognising special needs, caring for special needs children and
behaviour management of special needs children.

AUTISM MATTERS

How to manage the highs and lows and love the quirky world of autism.
Sessions available geared to both adults at work and parents of children with
autism.

ADULT DYSLEXIA MATTERS

How dyslexia manifests in adults, what works and what doesn’t work for
success at work.

CHILD DYSLEXIA &
DYSPRAXIA MATTERS

A look into 2 of the most common learning difficulties, how they manifest in children
and practical ways to support them.

NEURODIVERGENCE
MATTERS

How can neurodivergent adults thrive at work and maintain their identity n a
neurotypical world, often without the level of support they would have received
at school.

NEURODIVERSITY MATTERS

Supporting neuro-diverse employees to thrive at work and helping their
colleagues understand the challenges, communicate & provide support.

NEURODIVERGENT
WELLBEING MATTERS

An insight into how and why some people need to care for themselves in a way
that looks different to others and realistic interventions that help.

HIDDEN DISABILITIES
MATTER

Understanding hidden disabilities to support those who need to be

accommodated and those who want to offer help and support.

We had over 1500 participants dial in,
of those that stayed on the line to vote
– we had a 99% satisfaction rate
which is pretty fab! As they’re a
tough crowd to crack.

Rachel has been fantastic to work with
and delivered huge value to HSBC. Her
style, approach and knowledge in her
area is very impressive. She is
accommodating to our needs
and passionate about what
she does. We have had
amazing feedback on her
sessions internally.

The feedback from my colleagues was absolutely fantastic, people were really
impressed by the combination of well-researched, evidence based
solutions and personal experience, I wouldn't hesitate
to recommend Educating Matters to anyone or any business that wants to ensure that
colleagues and clients are given access to the highest quality learning and development tools.

